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Atomic structure determination of the Si-rich b-SiC„001… 3Ã2 surface by grazing-incidence
x-ray diffraction: A stress-driven reconstruction
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The atomic structure of the Si-richb-SiC~001! 332 surface reconstruction is solved by grazing-incidence
x-ray diffraction with surface and subsurface structure determination. The reconstruction involves three Si

atomic planes (13 1
2
3 11 Si monolayers! in qualitative agreement withab initio theoretical calculations. The

first plane includes Si dimers that are asymmetric with a 0.1 Å height difference between Si atoms while the
second plane includes Si dimers having alternating long~2.41 Å! and short~2.26 Å! lengths resulting in
long-range influence with no buckling of the top surface dimers, in strong contrast to other group-IV semi-
conductors. Dimerization is also shown to take place in the third Si plane with a dimer having a bond length
at 2.38 Å. In addition, a large Si interlayer spacing is found between the reconstructed planes at 1.56 Å,
significantly larger than that for bulk SiC~1.09 Å! and Si~1.35 Å! interlayer distances, indicating a very open
surface. The results suggest that stress is at the origin of this complex surface organization.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.165321 PACS number~s!: 68.35.Bs
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I. INTRODUCTION

Silicon carbide~SiC! is a IV-IV wide-band-gap compound
semiconductor that is of strong interest for advanced ap
cations in ceramics, in nanotechnologies, and in micro-
optoelectronics devices and sensors. In addition, it is also
electronic material used in harsh environments because,
of its excellent ability to resist to radiation damage.1–5 Its
figures of merit scale 2–3 orders of magnitude above
other semiconductors except diamond.1–5 Furthermore, aside
from its capability as an advanced semiconductor, SiC
interesting mechanical properties with a high hardness~the
third hardest material after diamond and boron nitride! and is
used in matrix composites.6,7 Also, it is one of the best bio-
compatible materials.8,9 Due to very close lattice parameter
SiC is a very promising substrate for the growth of III-
nitrides~which, unlike SiC, have a direct band gap!, provid-
ing a large range of interesting applications
optoelectronics.1–3 Because of the expected similarity to
~Ge! in surface structure, the cubicb-SiC phase is of specia
interest.4,5

However, there are some very significant differences.
deed, unlike elemental group-IV semiconductors such as
Ge or C, SiC is not a fully covalent semiconductor, with
significant charge transfer between Si and C resulting in
formation of polar surfaces.10,11

In addition, surface stress plays a central role in SiC s
face ordering due to large mismatches in lattice parame
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~20% smaller than that for Si and 22% larger than that
diamond!.5 This suggests that Si atoms located at theb-SiC
surface could be compressed by 20% when compared
corresponding silicon surface. Whileb-SiC has a smaller
band gap than hexagonal 4H- or 6H-SiC polytypes~2.4 eV
instead of 3.3 or 2.9 eV, respectively!, the carrier mobilities
are much higher for the cubic polytype, which also has
average factor of merit scaling nearly 1 order of magnitu
above those of hexagonal SiC.1–3 The latter is primarily pre-
ferred for high-power electronic devices.1–3 Instead,b-SiC is
especially suitable for high-frequency devices particula
important in communications systems such as power b
stations for mobile phones. The accurate knowledge of
SiC surface structure is of both fundamental and applied
portance in a large variety of problems such as metal/SiC
insulator/SiC interface formation. Atomic control o
b-SiC~001! surfaces has been achieved only recently sho
ing the existence, depending on surface stoichiometry
many reconstructions such as Si-rich 332, 832, 532, 7
32,...,(2n11)32, Si-terminated c(432), C-terminated
c(232), and C-rich graphitic 131.5

In this context, the Si-rich surface is of special intere
because its 332 reconstruction includes, depending on t
model considered, one or two additional Si atomic planes
top of a Si-terminatedb-SiC~001! stressed surface with noth
ing equivalent for corresponding Si or Ge surfaces.10,11 Of
strong technological importance, such Si-rich SiC surfa
are known to be much more reactive to hydrogen and
©2003 The American Physical Society21-1
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oxygen~by about 3 orders of magnitude! when compared to
silicon, with initial oxygen/hydrogen insertion occurring we
below the surface.12–15 However, theb-SiC~001! 332 sur-
face and subsurface structures are still under debate. M
different opposite models have been proposed based
structural and nonstructural experimental techniques suc
low-energy electron diffraction~LEED!, reflection high-
energy electron diffraction~RHEED!, medium-energy ion
scattering~MEIS!, real-space atom-resolved scanning tunn
ing microscopy ~STM!, Auger and photoemission
spectroscopies,16–24and also a fewab initio total-energy the-
oretical calculations.25–27These include~i! the double dimer
row model~DDRM! with a surface terminated by a23 mono-
layer ~ML ! Si,16,12,20,22–24~ii ! the single dimer row mode
~SDRM! terminated by a1

3-ML Si,19 ~iii ! the alternate dimer
row model ~ADRM! predicted theoretically and having
33 reconstruction with a13 Si ML coverage and asymmetri
dimers,25,26 ~iv! another ADRM having a 332 surface array
and asymmetric dimers as established by atom-reso
scanning tunneling microscopy~STM!,21 and finally, ~v! a
two adlayer asymmetric dimer model~TAADM ! predicted
by ab initio pseudopotential total-energy and grand canon
potential calculations.27 The TAADM is basically the ADRM
332 model built on top of the DDRM. The schematic
these different models are shown in Fig. 1.

Real-space STM measurements performed into both fi
and empty electronic states21 has brought very significan
insights on the topmost surface structure. When tunne
into the empty electronic states, the two atoms forming
Si-Si dimer could be resolved, allowing a clear identificati
of the dimer position and direction.21 The surface was show
to organize in rows of asymmetric dimers perpendicular
the rows and all tilted in the same direction. These meas
ments clearly indicate that both DDRM~Refs. 16, 12, 20 and
22–24! and SDRM~Ref. 19! cannot account for the surfac
structure. However, with the STM measurements, being s
sitive to the topmost atomic layer only, it was not possible
draw a complete picture of the surface structure from th
experiments only, with no structural information about t
subsurface region. In particular, the ADRM does not de
mine how the Si-Si dimers of the adlayer may be connec
to the underlying Si plane since the latter can undergo
31 reconstruction. In this view, the TAADM derived from
theoretical calculations27 has to be considered. The TAADM
was apparently supported by other calculations of the refl
tance anisotropy spectroscopy~RAS!.28 The calculated spec
trum was claimed to be in agreement with available d
from experimental reflectance difference spectrosc
~RDS!.29 However, the calculated RAS spectrum28 for the
DDRM ~Refs. 16, 12, 20, and 22–24! is also close to the
experimental spectrum with two similar broad spectral f
tures located at the same energy.29 In addition, the experi-
mentalDR/R52(R@11̄0#2R@110#)/(R@110#1R@11̄0#) ~Ref. 29!
spectrum is not correctly reported in Ref. 28 with the opp
site sign as 2(R@110#2R@11̄0#)/(R@110#1R@11̄0#), making a
comparison with theory difficult. Also, the electronic ban
structure27 calculated for the TAADM was claimed to be i
best agreement with the experimental band structure22,23

when compared to those calculated for the DDRM a
16532
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SDRM.27 But this agreement is good for some part of t
two-dimensional~2D! Brillouin zone for two flat bands only,
with no experimental data available between theJ-M and
the M -J8 direction.22,23,27In this respect, the agreement fo
the SDRM could also be found reasonable, with a 0.3-
discrepancy for one of the bands only~alongG-J!, within the
calculation accuracy limits.27 Thus, no real insight could be
drawn from these optical or electronic properti
studies.27–29

In this article, we use synchrotron-radiation-bas
grazing-incidence x-ray diffraction~GIXRD! to determine
theb-SiC~001! 332 surface structure. The latter is found
be in qualitative agreement with the theoretical TAADM
Our results provide important details on the subsurface st
ture. The surface reconstruction includes three Si ato
planes separated by interlayer distances much larger tha
bulk SiC or Si. The second plane has alternating lo
~2.41-Å! and short~2.26-Å! Si dimers~ALSD’s! that mini-
mize the surface stress. Such an array has a long-rang
fluence that explains the lack of dimer anticorrelation
the topmost atomic layer, in strong contrast to silicon
germanium.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The GIXRD experiments are performed on the CRG
~BM32! beamline at the European Synchrotron Radiation
cility ~ESRF, Grenoble! at a pressure of 3310211 Torr dur-
ing the data acquisition, maintaining a very high surfa
quality during all measurements. In the recent years, GIX
using synchrotron radiation has been especially successf
solving accurately complex surface structures when the

FIG. 1. Schematic top views of theb-SiC~001! 332 surface
reconstruction proposed models:~a! DDRM ~Refs. 16, 17, and 20!,
~b! SDRM ~Ref. 19!, ~c! ADRM 233 ~Refs. 25 and 26!, ~d! ADRM
332 ~Ref. 21!, and ~e! TAADM ~Ref. 20!. The corresponding
primitive 332 (233) surface unit cell is indicated by a dashe
line.
1-2
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ATOMIC STRUCTURE DETERMINATION OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 165321 ~2003!
derlying crystal is of high structural quality.30–32So far, there
is no GIXRD study available for theb-SiC surface. Becaus
of the lack of high-qualityb-SiC single crystals, such a
experiment has to be performed on thin films~1 mm!. How-
ever, the latter are grown by chemical vapor deposit
~CVD! on a carbonized Si~100! wafer with a buffer layer at
the SiC/Si interface having rather large stacking-fault def
densities, making surface measurements especially chall
ing. In order to eliminate the contribution coming from th
stacking faults located in the buffer layer at the SiC/Si int
face, we use a low photon energy at 12 keV, with the incid
angle being kept at the critical value~0.176°!. As compared
to a standard semiconductor study, the probed recipr
space area is therefore limited. In addition, a specific sam
mounting is needed for homogeneous high-temperature
nealings through direct current heating, limiting even mo
the reciprocal-space exploration.

High-qualityb-SiC~001! 332 single domain surfaces ar
checked by RHEED and GIXRD. The basis vecto
(aS ,bS ,cS) of the surface reconstruction unit cell are relat
to the bulk ones by aSi@110#bulk , bSi@11̄0#bulk ,
cSi@001#bulk , with aS5bS53.088 Å andcS54.367 Å. The
reciprocal space is described by its reduced coordin
~h,k,l!, l being perpendicular to the surface. Two comple
sets of data~measured from two distinct 332 surfaces! are
in excellent agreement. For each set, we measure 78 in-p
~excluding integer-order! and 276 out-of plane reflections
along eight rods, and 168 reflections along five crystal tr
cation rods ~CTR’s!.30–32 Additional details about high-
quality preparation of theb-SiC~001! 332 surface recon-
struction and GIXRD experiments and data analysis can
found elsewhere.5,21,30–32

III. RESULTS

We first look at the in-plane diffracted intensity map me
sured for the surface atl 50.05 and at the correspondin
experimental Patterson contour over the 332 unit cell ~Fig.
2!. The measured32 diffracted spots are not represent
because they have intensities more than 10 times we
than the31 ones, making any comparison with the calc
lated intensities difficult. This much weaker intensity is co
related to the existence of dimer-pairB defects as identified
by STM.21 TheseB defects are at the origin of long antipha
boundaries spreading the intensity of the32 reflections in
reciprocal space, thus strongly weakening the32 intensity
~as also observed by LEED and RHEED! and leaving the31
intensity dominant.5,16,17 The in-plane diffraction diagram
exhibits ap2mm symmetry, indicating either ap2mm or a
p1m or apm1 surface symmetry. We will see below that th
rod profiles look symmetric within the experimental err
bars and therefore bring no further information to conclu
about the symmetry. Notice that the DDRM would corr
spond to ap2mm symmetry, whereas SDRM, ADRM, an
TAADM correspond to ap2mm symmetry only if the
dimers are symmetric and to ap1m symmetry for asymmet-
ric dimers. The experimental Patterson function~Fig. 2!
clearly indicates that along the@110# direction, the dominant
interatomic distance is a multiple of15 of the recon-
16532
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structed unit cell. From this observation, we deduce th
along the@110# direction, the atoms in the last Si plane ca
not be regularly spaced by one-third of the reconstruc
unit-cell length, deviating from the bulk positions.

We proceed to a preliminary fitting procedure, assum
that the adlayer dimers are symmetric, and hence ap2mm
symmetry with two mirrors in the unit cell. In order t
roughly discriminate between the different 332 models, we
first fit the in-plane data only, including 28 inequivalent r
flections for ap2mm symmetry averaging with a systemat
uncertainty of 9.5%. The fitting procedure includes the mi
mum fitting parameters necessary to leave the atomic p
tions move, in agreement with the two mirror-symmetry co
ditions. Only one parameter is required to make the ato
positions relax along the@110# direction. Depending on the
model, one, two, or three additional parameters are requ

FIG. 2. ~a! Experimental Patterson contour plot for th
b-SiC~001! 332 surface for the TAADM, represented over th
whole 332 unit cell. 100 contour levels are used between the 0
and 1 minimal and maximal values.~b! In-plane diffracted intensity
map for theb-SiC~001! 332 surface measured atl 50.05. The
radii are proportional to the structure factor modulus. The measu
32 diffracted spots are not represented. Theh and k indices are
related to the 332 reconstructed unit cell. The shaded area cor
sponds, in the reciprocal space, to the part of the surface hidde
the sample electrical contacts, which may hide the grazi
incidence beam as well as the scattered beam.
1-3
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M. D’ANGELO et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 165321 ~2003!
to relax the length of the dimers and the spacing betw
dimers in the unit cell. The finalx2 fitting agreement factors
for the four proposed models for the 332 are 13.4~ADRM!,
8.6 ~DDRM!, 6.9 ~SDRM!, and 3.3 ~TAADM !. The first
three values are very far away from the idealx251 value.
Moreover, the corresponding calculated Patterson funct
~Fig. 3! strongly differ from the experimental functions. On
the TAADM yields an acceptable agreement factor at t
stage, with a Patterson map similar to the experimental m
Adding another fitting parameter~bringing the total to five
independent parameters! to relax the atoms of the last atom
plane along the@11̄0# direction improves the agreement fa
tor to x252.5.

Therefore, this preliminary analysis shows that a surf
structure as complex as that proposed in the TAADM inclu
ing one full Si atomic plane and two adlayers—is necess
to account for experimental in-plane diffraction data. W

FIG. 3. Patterson contour plots calculated for the different m
els DDRM, SDRM, ADRM, TAADM. The atomic positions ar
derived from the in-plane diffracted intensity fitting procedure,
the frame of ap2mm symmetry. Both the dimer lengths and th
spacing between dimers in the unit cell are relaxed. The corresp
ing x2 agreement factor is indicated for each model.
16532
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have now to refine the atomic positions involved in the s
face reconstruction. Relaxing both in-plane and out-of-pla
atomic positions leads to ax251.47 agreement factor with
eight independent parameters for the whole reconstruc
rods intensities~29 in-plane and 157 out-of-plane inequiv
lent reflections for ap2mm symmetry!.

As suggested by the STM observation of asymme
dimers, we next explore a surface ofp1m symmetry and
consider the whole~noninteger! in-plane and out-of-plane
reconstruction rod diffraction intensities, including, respe
tively, 35 and 240 inequivalent reflections afterp1m sym-
metry averaging. Many fitting parameters can be conside
in the frame of ap1m symmetry. The 12 Si atoms involve
in one unit cell are numbered from 1 to 12 as depicted in F
1. In the frame ofp1m symmetry, atoms Si1 and Si2 may not
be equivalent, also dimers Si3-Si4 and Si5-Si6 , as well as Si7
and Si9 , and Si10 and Si12 atoms located in the last atomi
plane. In order to choose only the minimum pertinent fitti
parameters, we test different fitting procedures. Our crite
involve the value of thex2 agreement factor, as well as th
pertinence of the atomic positions obtained. Since the
plane data are much less ‘‘noisy’’~averaging a 15% statisti
cal error of the structure factor amplitude! than the out-of-
plane reconstruction rods~25% statistical error!, we
systematically check if the in-plane data considered se
rately are in good agreement with the fitting procedu
results.

Table I summarizes the results of the different fitting pr
cedures. For a satisfactory fitting, an asymmetry of the
Si1-Si2 dimer must be considered, as well as an asymme
between the underlying Si3-Si4 and Si5-Si6 dimer lengths.
We also check that the introduction of any other asymme
is not relevant. The fitting procedure involves 12 fitting p
rameters, including 7 in-plane and 4 out-of-plane fitting p
rameters, plus an overall scale factor. Notice that the e
bars derived from the refinement program are uncorrela
The Debye-Waller temperature factors have been set at
bulk value for all atoms, because no improvement could
achieved when fitting this parameter. For the whole data
~in-plane and out-of-plane!, the agreement factor isx251.2

-

d-
e
TABLE I. Comparison between different fitting procedures withp1m symmetry. For each procedure, w
report ~i! in the first column the assumptions relative to the relaxations of the atomic positions,~ii ! in the
second column the agreement factor for the fit of the whole data set~including in-plane and out-of-plane
reflections!, and ~iii ! in the third column, the agreement factor of the~ii ! fit results for the in-plane data
considered separately.

Fitting of the whole in-plane and
out-of-plane reflections assuming:

Fitting x2

agreement factor
x2 agreement factor to the
in-plane reflections only

Asymmetric 1-2 dimer 1.6 5.5
Symmetric 1-2 dimer and
asymmetric 3-4/5-6 dimers lengths

1.33 4

Asymmetric 1-2 dimer and
asymmetric 3-4/5-6 dimer positions

1.6 4.5

Asymmetric 1-2 dimer and
asymmetric 3-4/5-6 dimers lengths

1.2 2
1-4
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and the residualR50.19, which has to be compared to th
x251.47 agreement factor andR50.19 residual obtained
when assuming ap2mm symmetry. Using the atomic pos
tions derived from this fit leads to a satisfactoryx252 agree-
ment factor for the 35 inequivalent in-plane diffraction inte
sities. The comparison between the experimental
calculated Patterson functions is shown in Fig. 4~a!.

We now turn to the main features derived from this
First, a 1.5660.04 Å interlayer spacing is found between t
three planes involved in the reconstruction. This value
much larger than the SiC bulk interlayer spacing~1.09 Å!
and even larger than the silicon bulk interlayer spacing~1.36
Å!. In the last Si atomic plane located just above the firs
plane, two Si dimers are formed, Si9-Si7 and Si12-Si10, hav-
ing bond lengths of 2.3860.02 Å, in good agreement with
the calculated theoretical value of 2.41 Å.27 Subsequently,
the interatomic distance between atoms 7 and 8, 8 and 9
and 11, and 11 and 12 is 3.4360.01 Å instead of 3.08 Å for
the bulk value and, in the second adlayer, Si3-Si4 and Si5-Si6
dimers are found to be distant by 3.4860.01 Å. Finally, the
topmost Si1-Si2 dimer is found to be asymmetric with the u

FIG. 4. Calculated Patterson contour plots for theb-SiC~001!
332 surface for ap1m symmetry, represented over the whole
32 unit cell. 100 contour levels are used between the 0.14 an
minimal and maximal values.~a! The atomic positions considere
are derived from the fit of in-plane and out-of-plane reconstruct
rod diffraction intensities, with ax251.2 agreement factor~cf.
Table I!. ~b! The atomic positions considered are derived from
fit of in-plane diffraction intensities only, with ax251.3 agreement
factor.
16532
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atom located 0.160.05 Å higher than the down one, at
much lower value than the calculated theoretical one~0.5
Å!.20 Moreover, we find for this Si1-Si2 dimer a bond length
at 2.7860.03 Å, significantly larger than the theoretic
value of 2.24 Å.27 Table II provides the reduced~X,Y,Z! co-
ordinates of the 12 Si atoms involved in the 332 reconstruc-
tion cell.

Most interestingly, in the second plane, we find that t
underlying dimers do not have the same bond lengths w
alternating longDL (2.4160.08 Å) and shortDS (2.26
60.08 Å) dimers. The longDL and shortDS dimers are
bonded on both sides to theAU andAD atoms belonging to
the topmost asymmetric dimer. However, the agreement
tor sensitivity indicates a rather large error bar~0.08 Å! to be
compared to the 0.15-Å length difference found betweenDL
andDS dimers. This uncertainty is induced by the lack of32
diffracted spots in our experimental data set along the dim
direction, and by the experimental error bars. As a comp
son, we can also proceed to the partial fit of the in-plane d
for which the experimental error bars are smaller. Althou
no complete model can be derived from such a proced
the occurrence of short and long dimers is further confirm
with even a higher length difference at 0.2360.05 Å, ax2

51.3 agreement factor and a calculated Patterson functio
better agreement with the experimental one@Fig. 4~b!#. We
can also note that this fit of the in-plane data leads to
smaller value at 2.5 Å for the Si1-Si2 dimer length, however,
still far away from the calculated theoretical value
2.24 Å.27

Figure 5 gives a set of representative intensity profi
along the (50l ), (52l ), (10l ) and (80l ) reconstruction rods.
The fitting curve derived from the previous fit exhibits
modulation period varying from 2.5 to 2.8 in reciproca
lattice units, which corresponds to a direct space thicknes
1.7 Å. With a 1.56 Å interlayer spacing, this clearly indicat
that more than 2 atomic planes are involved in the rec
struction. The profiles of the (30l ) and (60l ) CTR’s are in
qualitative agreement with the fitting curves.

To determine the registry of the reconstruction with r
spect to the bulk, the CTR diffraction intensities are fitte

1

n

e

TABLE II. Reduced~X,Y,Z! coordinates of the 12 Si atoms involved in the 332 reconstruction cell.

Si atom
number

X
~in-plane, along the33 direction!

Y
~in-plane, along the32 direction!

Z
~out-of-plane!

1 0.24060.002 0 0.7260.007
2 0.54260.002 0 0.7060.007
3 0.18260.001 0.304560.0037 0.35760.004
4 0.18260.001 0.695560.0037 0.35760.004
5 0.56060.001 0.316660.0037 0.35760.004
6 0.56060.001 0.683460.0037 0.35760.004
7 0.000060.001 20.22560.001 060.006
8 0.371 20.225 060.006
9 0.74260.001 20.22560.001 060.006
10 0.000060.001 0.22560.001 060.006
11 0.37100 0.225 060.006
12 0.742060.001 0.22560.001 060.006
1-5
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M. D’ANGELO et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 165321 ~2003!
with two shift parameters in agreement with ap1m symme-
try, along the@001# and the@110# directions, while the atomic
positions within the reconstruction unit cell are kept fixe
With a x252.5 agreement factor, the fit of the 149 inequiv
lent reflections indicates a negligible surface roughness@note
that an average terrace length of 300 Å was deduced f
the width of the ~300! anti-Bragg reflection, in excellen
agreement with the STM measurements21#. Along the @001#
direction, the interlayer distance between the third Si ato
plane and the underlying C atomic plane deviates v
slightly ~0.03 Å difference! from the bulk interlayer distance
This slight deviation of the atomic positions in the thi
plane from the bulk positions along thez axis is in agreemen
with the previous reconstruction rod fit. Along the@11̄0#
direction, the C atoms of the underlying atomic plane sh
no shift with respect to the Si atoms 8 and 11.

The profiles of the (30l ) and (60l ) CTR are in qualitative
agreement with the fitting curves. However, the agreemen
not excellent, accordingly with thex252.5 factor obtained
on the CTR’s alone. For the whole data set, including rec
struction rod and CTR data, the agreement factor isx2

51.78 and the residualR50.23. No significant improvemen
can be achieved when trying to fit again the reconstruc
atomic positions to the data set including the CTR data.

Figure 6 displays the schematic model of the surface, w
top and side views of theb-SiC~001! 332 reconstruction. It
shows that the 332 reconstruction extends along thre
atomic planes distant by abouta0/3 (a0 being the lattice
parameter! instead ofa0/4 in the bulk, which emphasizes th
very open character of this particular surface. The CTR
shows that the bulk interlayer spacing ofa0/4 is recovered
between the last Si atomic plane and the underlying firs

FIG. 5. (52̄l ), (10l ), (50l ), and (80l ) reconstruction rods and
(60l ) and (30l ) CTR profiles with the error bars and correspondi
fits. The logarithm of the absolute value of the structure facto
represented as a function of the out-of-plane reciprocal-lattice c
dinatel.
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atomic plane. For the topmost Si plane the SiAU-AD dimer
is found to have a bond length of 2.7860.03 Å and is asym-
metric with theAU up atom being 0.160.05 Å higher than
the AD down one. This value can be compared to the 0.2
height difference between up and down dimers in the
terminated b-SiC~001! c(432) surface reconstruction.33

Most interestingly, the underlying dimers~belonging to the
second plane! do not have the same bond lengths with alt
nating longDL ~2.41 Å! and shortDS ~2.26 Å! dimers. The
long DL and shortDS dimers are bonded on both sides to t
AU andAD atoms belonging to the top asymmetric dimer21

In the third atomic plane two 2.38-Å Si-Si dimers are form
per unit cell, so that the distance between the Si ato
bonded to the longDL and shortDS dimers is equal to 3.43
Å, i.e., 11% larger than the 3.08-Å unit-cell paramet
Therefore the reconstructed structure involving three ato
planes is expanded both in-plane by 11% and out-of-plane
about 30%.

IV. DISCUSSION

The above GIXRD results support a model of the Si-ri
b-SiC~001! 332 surface reconstruction involving three S

atomic planes (13 1 2
3 11 ML Si). They clearly rule out the

DDRM, SDRM, and ADRM16–26 for which no reasonable
fitting could be found. They are in good qualitative agre
ment with the theoretical TAADM27 for which a successfu
fitting procedure including the minimum number of param
eters could be achieved. However, our measurements b
significant insights into the knowledge and understanding
the 332 surface structure. They are in excellent agreem
with the presence of asymmetric dimers perpendicular to
dimer rows, all tilted in the same direction, as previous
evidenced by real space atom-resolved empty electro
states STM imaging which, once again, cannot provide
sight into the sub-surface region.21

The GIXRD results show also some significant diffe
ences from the theoretical TAADM. First, we find a small
height difference between the up and down atoms of the
dimer at 0.1 Å~instead of 0.5 Å for the calculated value27!.
The length of this topmost dimer is rather large with valu
at 2.78 Å~if one considers the fit of the in-plane and out-o
plane diffraction intensities! or 2.5 Å ~when considering the
in-plane intensities only!, instead of 2.24 Å for the calculate
value.27 Notice that the out-of-plane data are affected by
rather low signal-to-noise ratio, which suggests that the r
value for the top Si-Si dimer bond length is lying betwe
2.78 and 2.5 Å. Most interestingly, we find that the second
atomic layer (uSi5

2
3 ) includes dimer rows having ALSD’s

with lengths of 2.4160.08 Å and 2.2660.08 Å. Indeed, one
should remember that this second Si layer is lying on a 1-
Si atomic stressed plane.27,33,34Without being covered by an
excess of Si atoms as in the 332 surface reconstruction, thi
1-ML atomic plane would form a Si-terminatedb-SiC~001!
c(432) surface reconstruction with alternately up and do
dimers ~AUDD’s!, reducing the surface stress.33 One can
therefore easily imagine that, when this surface is covered
additional Si layers, the AUDD arrangement cannot ta

s
r-
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FIG. 6. ~a! Top and ~b! side
views of theb-SiC~001! 332 sur-
face reconstruction showing th
three Si atomic planes with the to
AU-AD asymmetric dimers~first
plane! and the ALSD’s having al-
ternating longDL and shortDS

lengths in the second plane. In th
side view, the underlying C plane
of the bulk structure is also repre
sented.
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place leading to stress transfer to the upper Si layer.
GIXRD results precisely indicate that in the 1-ML Si laye
the atoms deviate only slightly from bulk positions. A po
sible arrangement for the23-ML Si subsurface layer would
consist of dimers with alternating heights@like the AUDD’s
for the c(432)]. This cannot take place, however, becau
this subsurface Si layer is itself also covered by an additio
1
3-ML Si. Therefore, another way to relax the stress a
minimize the energy in this intermediate layer wou
be to have dimers having alternating long and sh
lengths precisely as found here~Fig. 6!. In turn, this
would affect the aboveAU-AD dimer, the long DL
dimer tending to push up theAU atom while the shortDS
dimer would instead tend to pull down theAD atom, leading
to the formation of an asymmetric dimer, as initially ev
denced by real-space atom-resolved STM,21 later by theoret-
ical calculations,27 and now by our GIXRD measurement
Most interestingly, this has a long-range influence explain
why the asymmetricAU-AD dimers forming the 332 sur-
face reconstruction are all tilted along the same direction~not
anticorrelated15! with no buckling, in strong contrast to th
corresponding Si~001! or Ge~001! c(432) surface
reconstructions.10,11

Most interestingly, the above ALSD model indicates
very openb-SiC~001! 332 surface reconstruction having
large distance between the first and second and betwee
second and third Si atomic planes at 1.56 Å, significan
larger than the interatomic layer spacing in bulk SiC a
16532
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bulk Si with values at 1.09 and 1.35 Å, respectively. Furth
more, a 3.43-Å distance between nondimerized
atoms within the same third plane is also significantly larg
than the bulk value at 3.08 Å. It is interesting to correla
this finding with the rather high reactivity of th
Si-rich b-SiC~001! 332 surface with simple adsorbate
such as hydrogen or oxygen when compared to silic
with H or O atom insertion into the subsurface regi
taking place already at very low exposures.12,15 This indi-
cates that this very open surface facilitates hydrogen or o
gen atom insertion into theb-SiC~001! lattice, which is of
both strong fundamental interest and technological imp
tance.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the atomic structure of the Si-ric
b-SiC~001! 332 surface reconstruction has been determin
by GIXRD. DDRM, SDRM, and ADRM are ruled out. Th
results are in qualitative agreement with the theoretica
predicted TAADM, which gives a good description of th
surface morphology. However, there are significa
differences concerning the atomic positions and the b
lengths. The reconstruction involves three Si atom
planes having Si coverages of1

3,
2
3, and 1 ML from top to

bottom. A large interlayer spacing between the
reconstructed planes is found with a separation of 1.56
1-7
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between planes, significantly larger than that for t
bulk-SiC ~1.09 Å! and the bulk Si ~1.35 Å! interlayer
distances, indicating a very openb-SiC~001! 332 surface.
Most significantly, a subsurface layer having alternating lo
~2.41 Å! and short~2.26 Å! dimers is found. This ALSD
model is further supported by recent photoelectr
diffraction measurements performed at the Advanc
Light Source~ALS, Berkeley!.35 Such an ALSD array tend
to minimize the strain and significantly influences the surfa
organization, leading to the top atomic plane dimers all be
tilted in the same direction. This situation is in stron
contrast to the behavior of elemental group-IV semicond
tor surfaces in which dimer buckling is occurring. Dimeriz
tion is also taking place in the third Si plane with a dim
bond length at 2.38 Å. This study clarifies theb-SiC~001!
vk
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332 surface atomic structure, which has been under inv
tigation for more than a decade. It also brings significa
quantitative insight into stress-driven surface and subsur
atomic organization that can lead to rather complex str
tures.
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